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Certain versions of Tensorflow from Google contain the following
vulnerability:

TensorFlow is an open source platform for machine learning. In
affected versions the code for sparse matrix multiplication is vulnerable
to undefined behavior via binding a reference to `nullptr`. This occurs
whenever the dimensions of `a` or `b` are 0 or less. In the case on one
of these is 0, an empty output tensor should be allocated (to conserve

the invariant that output tensors are always allocated when the operation is successful) but
nothing should be written to it (that is, we should return early from the kernel implementation).
Otherwise, attempts to write to this empty tensor would result in heap OOB access. The fix
will be included in TensorFlow 2.7.0. We will also cherrypick this commit on TensorFlow 2.6.1,
TensorFlow 2.5.2, and TensorFlow 2.4.4, as these are also affected and still in supported
range.
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CVE-2021-41219 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as HIGH  severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  tensorflow - tensorflow version >= 2.6.0, < 2.6.1

Affected Vendor/Software:  tensorflow - tensorflow version >= 2.5.0, < 2.5.2

Affected Vendor/Software:  tensorflow - tensorflow version < 2.4.4
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

Validate that matrix dimension
sizes in SparseMatMul are
positive. ·
tensorflow/tensorflow@e6cf28c ·
GitHub

github.com

text/html

 MISC
github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/commit/e6cf28c72ba2eb949ca950d834dd6d66bb01cfae

Undefined behavior via `nullptr`
reference binding in sparse
matrix multiplication · Advisory ·
tensorflow/tensorflow · GitHub

github.com

text/html

 CONFIRM github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/security/advisories/GHSA-4f99-p9c2-3j8x

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

Related QID Numbers

980184 Python (pip) Security Update for tensorflow-gpu (GHSA-4f99-p9c2-3j8x)

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Google Tensorflow All All All All

Application Google Tensorflow 2.6.0 All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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